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This is one of the 43 361 Packard and Clipper automobiles built in 1955-56 with Torsion-Level
suspension to create a modern, smooth ride. Inside, we conclude the article on Citroën and its
early use of a form of torsion bar suspension on the 2CV and later, on other models.
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SUMMER SQUASH AND BASIL PASTA
Just what you need for dinner on the deck.
Parts List:
1/4 cup olive oil
8 garlic cloves, thinly sliced
2 pounds assorted summer squashes and zucchini,
quartered lengthwise, sliced
Kosher salt
1 teaspoon Aleppo-style pepper, plus more for serving
12 ounces paccheri, ziti, or other large tube pasta
2 ounces Parmesan, grated (about 1/2 cup), plus more for
serving
1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice
1/2 cup basil leaves
Assembly:
Heat oil in a large skillet over medium. Cook garlic, stirring
occasionally, until very lightly browned around the edges,
about 4 minutes. Add squash; season with salt. Cook,
tossing occasionally, until squash begins to break down and
gets jammy (they may start to stick to the skillet a bit, which
means you are there!), 12–15 minutes. Toss in 1 tsp.
Aleppo-style pepper.
Meanwhile, cook pasta in a large pot of boiling salted water,
stirring occasionally, until very al dente.
Transfer pasta to skillet using a slotted spoon or spider and
add 1/2 cup pasta cooking liquid. Cook pasta, adding 2 oz.
Parmesan in stages along with more pasta cooking liquid as
needed, until sauce coats pasta and pasta is al dente. Toss
in lemon juice and most of the basil.
Divide pasta among bowls and top with more Parmesan and
Aleppo-style pepper and remaining basil.
Yield: 4 servings
Bon Appetit:2017 06
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TOUR AND POT LUCK DINNER
SATURDAY, JULY 22
Come tour the exciting edge of the Niagara Escarpment in the Burlington area, led by Gerry
Hockin. Arrive before 11.30 to drop off your succulent salads and desserts at 2393 Britannia
Road before heading out for a cruise. After returning Gerry will get the BBQ smoking and bring
out his patent, marinated meats for all present to drool over.
Please let Gerry know how many guests you are bringing.
905 335-3702; GHockin@rmsothebys.com

GERNATT LUNCH AND CAR COLLECTION TOUR
Please pay particular attention to the ACCA invitation on P. 5. Niagara Packards has been
invited to attend this rare event by member Jon Adams of South Wales, NY. Our Club will be
picking up part of the cost for our members. The event is time sensitive and you must have
your $20/person in to Jim Galvin or Doug Wells by JULY 20.

DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
As you can see above or on P. 10, things are beginning to perk for our Club. Thanks to those who
have helped in getting these events in place. Probably the best way for members to show their
appreciation for these and other events will be to attend these events. The Sunday tour to visit the
Gernatt Collection is not to be missed because of some rare cars in it. John Coté's fall Founders'
Day tour also looks interesting. See P. 10.
On another subject, after a winter of hard effort and frustration, Chris Bullock and son, Jesse, have
successfully gotten Niagara Packards back on the web. Please check it out and if you have any
images, news, sale items, etc. please let them know for posting at jesse_bullock@hotmail.com.
Thanks guys!
See all of you on July 22.
Gerry

Engineering Terms and Expressions
What they say and what they really mean
We're preparing a report with a fresh approach. (We just hired a couple of kids out of college.)
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CITROEN ADVERTISING AND THE 2CV, Cont’d.
Editor

By 1952, production had reached more than 21,000 with
export markets earning foreign currency taking precedence.
The company policy continued to give priority to those who
had to travel by car because of their work, and for whom
ordinary cars are too expensive. Cars were sold
preferentially to country vets, doctors, midwives, priests and
small farmers. In the mid-Fifties a new motor was available
with 425 cc, 12.5 hp and a top speed of 80 km/h (50 mph). In
1957 it got a heating and ventilation system. The mirrors
and the rear window were enlarged and the bonnet was
decorated with a longitudinal strip of aluminum and a boot lid
panel allowed entry to the boot.
The purchase price of the 2CV was always very low. In West
Germany during the 1960s, for example, it cost about half as
much as a Volkswagen Beetle. From the mid-1950s
economy car competition had increased — internationally in
the form of the 1955 Fiat 600 and 1957 Fiat 800, and 1959
Austin Mini. By 1952, Germany produced a price competitive
car - the Messerschmitt KR175, followed in 1955 by the Isetta
- these were Microcars, not complete four-door cars like the
2CV. On the French home market, from 1961, the small
Simca 1000 using licensed Fiat technology, and the larger
Renault 4 hatchback had become available. The R4 was the
biggest threat to the 2CV, eventually outselling it.
The 2CV had suicide doors in front from 1948 to 1964,
replaced with front hinged doors from 1965 to 1990. Through
the Sixties the horse power increased slightly and all
instruments were incorporated into a dash panel. Other
accessories appeared such as a sun roof, electric wipers, twin
tail lights and a standardized third side window.
From 1970 all 2CVs would run on unleaded fuel and had
rectangular headlights, the front bench seat was replaced with
two individual seats. The highest annual production was in
1974, reinvigorated by the 1974 oil crisis. The 2CV after this
time became as much a youth lifestyle statement as a basic
functional form of transport. This renewed popularity was encouraged by the Citroën "Raid"
intercontinental endurance rallies of the 1970s where customers could participate by buying a new
2CV, fitted with a "P.O." kit (Pays d'Outre-mer — overseas countries). The Paris to Persepolis rally
was the most famous. The Citroën "2CV Cross" circuit/off-road races were very popular in
Europe. Because of new emission standards, in 1975 power was reduced from 28 hp to 25 hp,
and in 1982 all 2CV models got inboard front disc brakes.
In 1988, production ended in France after 40 years but continued at the plant in Portugal that lasted
until 1990, when production of the 2CV ended. The 2CV was originally sold in France and some
European markets, and went on to enjoy strong sales in Asia, South America, and Africa. During
the post-war years Citroën was very focused on the home market, which had some unusual quirks,
like taxable horsepower licensing fees. The management of Michelin was supportive of Citroën up
to a point, and with a suspension designed to use Michelin's new radial tires, the Citroën cars
clearly demonstrated their superiority over their competitors' tires but they were not prepared to
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initiate the investment needed for the 2CV (or the DS for that matter)
to truly compete on the global stage. Citroën was always undercapitalized until the 1970s Peugeot takeover. The 2CV sold
8,830,679 vehicles.

2CV SUSPENSION
Editor

While much simplified, and two decades earlier, there are significant resemblances between the
2CV suspension and Packard’s Torsion Level, keeping in mind the great difference in vehicle
weights.
The suspension of the 2CV was very soft; a person could easily rock the car side to side
dramatically. The swinging arm, fore-aft linked suspension system with inboard front brakes had a
much smaller unsprung mass than existing coil or
leaf spring designs. The design was modified by
Marcel Chinon.
The system comprises two suspension cylinders
mounted horizontally on each side of the platform
chassis. Inside the cylinders are two springs, one
for each wheel, mounted at each end of the
cylinder. The springs are connected to the front
leading swinging arm and rear trailing swinging
arm, that act like bellcranks by pull rods (tie rods).
These are connected to spring seating cups in the
middle of the cylinder, each spring being
compressed independently, against the ends of
the cylinder. Each cylinder is mounted using an
additional set of springs, originally made from
steel, called "volute" springs, on later models
made from rubber. These allow the front and
rear suspension to interconnect. When the front
wheel is deflected up over a bump, the front pull
rod compresses the front spring inside the
cylinder, against the front of the cylinder. This
also compresses the front "volute" spring pulling
the whole cylinder forwards. That action pulls the
rear wheel down on the same side via the rear spring assembly and pull rod. When the rear wheel
meets that bump a moment later, it does the same in reverse, keeping the car level front to rear.
When both springs are compressed on one side when travelling around a bend, or front and rear
wheels hit bumps simultaneously, the equal and opposite forces applied to the front and rear spring
assemblies reduce the interconnection. It reduces pitching, which is a particular problem of soft
car suspension. The swinging arms are mounted with large bearings to "cross tubes" that run side
to side across the chassis; combined with the effects of all-independent soft springing and
excellent damping, keeps the road wheels in contact with the road surface and parallel to each
other across the axles at high angles of body roll. A larger than conventional steering castor angle,
ensures that the front wheels are closer to vertical than the rears, when cornering hard with a lot of
body roll. The soft springing, long suspension travel and the use of leading and trailing arms
means that as the body rolls during cornering the wheelbase on the inside of the corner increases
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while the wheelbase on the outside of the corner decreases. As the corning forces put more of the
car's weight on the inside pair of wheels the wheelbase extends in proportion, keeping the car's
weight balance and centre of grip constant. promoting excellent road holding . The other key factor
in the quality of its road holding is the very low and forward centre of gravity, provided by the
position of the engine and transmission.
The suspension also automatically accommodates differing payloads in the car - with four people
and cargo on board the wheelbase increases by around 4 cm (2 in) as the suspension deflects, and
the castor angle of the front wheels increases by as much as 8 degrees thus ensuring that ride
quality, handling and road holding are almost unaffected by the additional weight. On early cars
friction dampers (like a dry version of a multi-plate clutch design) were fitted at the mountings of the
front and rear swinging arms to the cross-tubes. Because the rear brakes were outboard, they had
extra tuned mass dampers to damp wheel bounce from the extra unsprung mass. Later models
had tuned mass dampers ("batteurs") at the front (because the leading arm had more inertia and
"bump/thump" than the trailing arm), with hydraulic telescopic dampers/shock absorbers front and
rear. The uprated hydraulic damping obviated the need for the rear inertia dampers. It was
designed to be a comfortable ride by matching the frequencies encountered in human bipedal
motion.
This suspension design ensured the road wheels followed ground contours underneath them
closely, while insulating the vehicle from shocks, enabling the 2CV to be driven over a ploughed
field without breaking any eggs, as its design brief required. More importantly it could comfortably
and safely drive at reasonable speed, along the ill-maintained and war-damaged post-war French
Routes Nationales. It was commonly driven "Pied au Plancher" — "foot to the floor" by their
peasant owners.

A drive-by comparison of Torsion Level and the 2CV Citroen suspension
A 2CV engine split
open between one
head (removed)
and crankcase

A 2CV engine
room. You can do
your own
comparison with
our own favourite
brand.
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COBBLE BEACH CONCOURSE D'ELEGANCE AT THE CANADIAN
INTERNATIONAL AUTO SHOW
The phone call I received in mid-October left me feeling as if I had won a lottery and the caller
wanting to know if I was going to pick up my winnings. Adam Lytwyniuk, a representative of Cobble
Beach Concourse d'Elegance, was asking me to allow Cobble Beach to display the PRTTYLDY at
the Toronto Auto Show in February. Although I hadn't attended the Show for several years, I did
have memories of news items of a Murdoch Mysteries/contemporary vehicle display a couple of
years ago. In return for giving up the Caribbean for a couple of weeks, the Canadian International
Auto Show offered Margaret and me accommodation at the Intercontinental Hotel (February 15
and 16) , a welcoming dinner on Wednesday, complimentary food and beverage, access to VIP
Thursday night, and passes to the Show itself. Transportation of the car, insurance and security
were also provided. We accepted.
The call I received on the morning of Wednesday, February 10 was expected. The TFX Vehicle
Transport driver indicated he would arrive before 4:00. Shortly before 3:00 Steve Plunkett called
saying his car was almost loaded, the driver had good directions to my place and would arrive in 20
– 30 minutes. Further, the 1955 Packard Caribbean was not to drip oil on his 1949 Cadillac Coupe
de Ville Prototype. Sorry Steve.
The driver was professional and competent in every way, and at the same time affable and more
than willing to accommodate our questions, explain his operations and show the interior of the
transport. A 1929 Duesenberg Model J Murphy Dual Cowl Phaeton, and Steve's Cadillac occupied
the lower level, while a 1971 Dodge Dart Swinger to be shown at Legendary Motorcar Company's
Muscle Car display had been loaded on the upper level. Upload was uneventful and fun to watch.
In its third year Art and the Automobile is a display of 17 vehicles hosted by Cobble Beach
Concourse d'Elegance and features vehicles that have a special place in the hearts and minds of
many Canadians. This year's collection – titled The Canadian Story-150 Years was presented in
context with appropriate historical events. Backdrops, pictures, film, and videos displayed around
the circumference of room above the cars offered glimpses of significant events since
Confederation.
Three outstanding automobiles occupied the centre of the room –the afore-mentioned
Duesenberg, a 1939 Packard Twelve Coupe Roadster-Body by Dietrich, and James Bond's 1965
Aston Martin DB5 Superleggera. Canadian favourites of mine included the 1867 Seth Taylor
Steam Buggy, literally a steam-powered buggy; a 1914 Russell manufactured by C.C.M.; a 1927
McLaughlin-Buick Royal Tour Car; and a 1956 Monarch Richelieu, one of only about 11 remaining.
We were delighted to be seated with the owners of the Monarch and the McLaughlin-Buick at the
Wednesday dinner. Their stories and those of others were enjoyable and on occasion, perhaps
true – the gourmet dinner wonderful.
Thursday, Media Day, offered an opportunity to view the main areas before they were open to the
public. Some manufacturers were completing final touches – carpeting, overhead lighting, and
electrical supply for plug-in vehicles. Some vehicles were draped for their 'reveal'. World debut for
the 2018 Hyundai Accent; and, among others, the first Canadian showing of the Mitsubishi GT-
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PHEV billed as 'an advanced next generation plug-in hybrid electric crossover', and the Buick
Avista 2+2 Coupe with questionable port hole(s). The well attended VIP black tie night found the
main display areas with plenty of food and libation for all.
Event Manager of Cobble Beach Concourse d'Elegance, Kathryn Smith, although busy, was
available at all times. Tireless, knowledgeable, and helpful, she had guided me and others through
the details leading up to and during an experience we'll always remember. Cobble Beach
principals, Rob and Rosemary McLeese, were accessible hosts and remarkable curators of their
pro tem charges – both animate and inanimate. Indeed in the middle of the Main Show the
following week Rob phoned me at home to ask permission before allowing a journalist access to
the interior of the Caribbean for pictures. Such was the respect we and our vehicles were afforded
throughout.
Personally looking forward to Cobble Beach Concourse d'Elegance 17 - September 2017.
Lorne Dickie
February 2017

ST. JACOBS CRUISIN' HOME SHOW
Editor

Members Jeanie and Don Oakes and Denise and Brian Sheeler represented our Club at this event
on May 27 and they quite enjoyed it. There were over 200 cars of all vintages and types to look a
and talk with the drivers. Also seen were former members Monique and Paul Johnston. Home
Hardware presented all participants with a pail, sponge and cloth wiper.
Before attend the Cruise-In, the foursome visited the new location of the Aberfoyle Junction
Railway in St. Jacobs. There are some slight changes since the move and rebuilding.
Thanks to Don Oakes for this information.

My neighbour knocked on my door at 2:30am this morning, can you believe that..... 2:30am!
Luckily for him I was still up playing my bagpipes.
With her marriage she got a new name and a dress.

Seen on a pickup truck trailer hitch cover - ‘TOYS GO HERE’
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DATE

2017 EVENTS

Sat. July 22 – Pot Luck BBQ at Gerry's. Meet at his estate at 11.30 to drop off your tasty
offerings and then enjoy a brief tour of the area before returning to 2393 Britannia Road for the
scrumptious feast – meat provided! Please let Gerry know how many peopleyou are
bringing.
Sun. Aug. 13 – Lake Erie Region AACA Meet to view a wonderful car collection. Starts near
Dunkirk. $20 must be Pre-paid by July 20 to either Jim Galvin or Doug Wells. Niagara
Packards will partially subsidize the cost. The starting point is about 1 ¼ hours west of the
Peace Bridge. See P. 4 for full details.
Sat. Sept. 23 – Founders' Day at Niagara-on-the-Lake. Meet at 11am. Light lunch at the
Prince of Wales Hotel at 12.30 before cruising up the river to Fort Erie. Dinner at Happy
Jacks. Call John Coté to tell him the number of guests.
*BOLD and LARGE indicates Niagara Packards events.
REMEMBER: You may attend any Niagara Packards event in any make of vintage/modern car.

USED CARS
Ted Powell is having a fire sale of his cars for sale, including the following Packard models - 1940
grey Packard 160 with Factory A/C, 1953 black Packard Patrician, 1956 yellow and white Packard
400, 1956 green Packard Patrician, 1955 gold Packard Patrician. He has enjoyable tales about all
his cars. Why not call Ted, have a chat and make an/some offers? 905 772-5387.
1948 Packard 2 door convertible. Model 2279 Super 8.
Overdrive, power top, seat and windows, radio and genuine
front and back bumper guards, wide white walls and genuine
wheel covers. Low original mileage. $48 000, based on
current appraisal and insured value.
Bob Joiner. 519 634-5156. 92 Foxboro Drive, Baden ON,
N3A3N4.

1955 Packard 400. Rebuilt 1995-99. – body, paint, engine,
upholstery, chrome. Engine and transmission rebuilt 2015.
One of the featured cars in the 1999 Magnum Opus. Needs a
new, healthy driver. Doug Wells. Contact info on P. 2.
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